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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
THANK YOU.  Barb and I are going to discuss the State’s Multimodal Freight Study & Plan, which is nearing completion.  The overall focus is to determine how the State of Indiana can best “create the conditions” for mobility, safety and economic growth. 

This is Both a broad and in depth study -- across All modes of transportation, as well as the Intermodal connectivity among the modes of transportation.  

----------------------------------------------------------

Purpose:
To give INDOT a framework for decision-making regarding future infrastructure investments
To ensure the efficient use of our financial resources (taxpayers $$)
To shape the development of a multimodal freight system, to include connectivity between the modes – a facet that is missing today.
�
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Indiana Multimodal Freight & Mobility Plan 
Scope of Work

Identify Existing and Future Conditions
• Supply and Demand
• Policy and Issues
• Passenger Rail

Identify Freight Transportation Gaps & Needs

Establish Methodology to Evaluate & Prioritize Freight 
Projects

Explore Funding Sources

Establish Implementation & Action Plan

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Initially, we focused on profiling the current conditions for both demand and infrastructure.

We studied the flow of Goods & Commodities (Out, In, Within and Through IN)
By our geography, Indiana is a “Connector State”

We studied the existing transportation infrastructure by mode

We studied the regulations, policies and issues affecting the freight logistics industry  -  To include passenger rail and its impact on the freight railroads

Now we are identifying the Gaps & Needs in the existing infrastructure

Finally, we’ll develop a methodology to prioritize freight centric projects – To include the Funding options and the development of an action plan. 

�



Existing & Future Conditions 
Key Issues from Stakeholder Interviews

Truck parking
24-hour distribution of freight movement / deliveries
Increasing highway congestion
Availability of skilled labor
Rail connectivity to west coast that can bypass Chicago
Connectivity between (rail) operators and modes
Funding / support for intermodal facilities (several 
potential locations have been identified)
Significant % of pass-through rail traffic in Indiana
Growth potential for freight generating uses around 
Indianapolis International Airport
Increased opportunities for ports

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
We conducted numerous interviews with MPOs, Shippers, Receivers, Carriers, Others in the transportation industry, economic development organizations, some universities, and Others.

These stakeholders identified several key issues:  Some highlighted ones are:

#’s 5, 6, 7
�
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National Freight Transportation 
Demand at an All-Time High …. and Growing
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The volume of freight movement is projected to double by the year 2035, so in about 27 years.  In infrastructure language, this means “Tomorrow”.

This includes doubling the volumes for Both Roadway & Rail.

Believable?  Since 1980 to now (28 years) the freight volumes have doubled.
While the freight volumes have doubled the Roadway and Rail infrastructure has only expanded by 5%

We can see a pattern, and we can see a problem.
�
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Freight Tonnages by Transportation Mode 
Inbound to Indiana

Source:  FHWA Freight Analysis Framwork Version 2.2
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This shows how the Inbound tonnage by mode will double in volume by 2035.  

Because all modes of transportation will double, the tactic of shifting freight from truck mode to rail mode will not be available.

----------------------------------- 

Numerous studies have been done about potential freight flows.  This information, derived from our study, shows the inbound volumes to Indiana will double by 2035, for All modes.
�
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Freight Tonnages by Transportation Mode 
Outbound from Indiana

Source:  FHWA Freight Analysis Framwork Version 2.2
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This shows the projected outbound freight volumes from Indiana by year 2035.  Same story.

------------------------------------------------------------------

Similar to what was shown in the previous slide at the National level, freight tonnages coming into Indiana are expected to nearly double from 600 million tons in 2002 to 1.2 billion in 2035.  Increases across all modes, but certainly greatest for truck.�
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Indiana Truck Commodity Flow Origins 
(2002, 2035)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This information highlights those counties with the largest outbound source of Goods & Commodity flows.  Today there were 4 Indiana counties with outbound flows greater than 20 million tons annually.  By 2035 this is expected to increase to 8 counties. 
----------------------------------------------------------

Note: Heaviest freight producing County in 2002:  Lake (base metals, oil & petroleum products, fuel).
�
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Indiana Truck Commodity Flow Destinations 
(2002, 2035)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Likewise, the inbound freight flows by County depicts a similar picture.  

---------------------------------
Leading destination County in 2002 was Marion (cereal grains, gravel & crushed stone), followed by Lake.  Inbound commodities to Marion County expected to nearly double between 2002 and 2035.
�



Indiana’s “Major Moves” Program

10 Year plan (2006-2015)

200+ new construction projects

200+ major preservation 
projects

Includes I-69  Evansville to 
Crane  (1 – 3 sections)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Indiana is pushing ahead with Major Moves, now in its third year.  We are building more new roadways than any other state in the U.S. �
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Indiana’s Rail Network 
40 Freight railroads operating on 4,165 miles.  Hauled 298 million 
tons in 6.8 million railcars. (Source:  AAR 2005 data)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This is our Rail network.  When I see this I’m reminded of the song “All Roads lead to You”, which is played, ironically by the group Chicago.  It’s most fitting as All Rails lead to Chicago. 

Unlike our neighboring states, which have rail hubs and inland ports, Indiana is primarily a “Rail Pass-Through” state.  So, we are without rail intermodal connectivity.  This means we are adversely affected in the decision-making by Developers and those which control Corporate Supply Chains in regard to planning the locations of distribution centers. 
------------------------------------
Class I  Rail Operators in Indiana:  CSX, NS, CN; 35 Short Lines and regional carriers;  4165 rail route miles (88% operated by Class I’s)
8 major east-west corridors – 4 radiating from Chicago, 4 from St. Louis
2 major north-south lines – CSX following Illinois border; NS following Ohio border
�
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Current and Projected Rail Levels of Service 
(2007, 2035)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
From today to 2035 the demand for Freight Rail Transportation will double.  Given the fact that Railroads can provide limited investment in their infrastructure the result will be a very congested rail system.  

Per a recent study by the Assoc of American Railroads, railroads will need to invest $148 billion in infrastructure just to maintain current market share under current levels of service.  The problem is that the major railroads will, at most, be able to invest 2/3 of what is needed to enhance rail infrastructure.  So, about $50 billion will need to come from other sources.
-----------------------------------------
The major railroads Current Railroad level of service (2007) upper left, based on study done for the AAR by Cambridge Systematics in 2007;  Lower right, projected 2035 Railroad level of service, based on existing (2007) infrastructure with 2035 freight tonnages.  Based on AAR study, estimated cost to improve the existing infrastructure to enable rail to maintain its current market share under current levels of service - $148 Billion. 
�
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Indiana Rail  Carload and Intermodal 
Movements by Direction (2005)
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Indiana is a Rail “Pass Through” State because of the way the rail system is laid out.  Most goods and commodities are transferred to truck in Chicago and other out-of-state rail yards.  This includes virtually all intermodal movements.

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Rail carload (shown in darker blue) and intermodal movements (shown in light blue) by direction for 2005, based on waybill sample data.
Note how strongly this is dominated by rail through movements, which for carloads is nearly double inbound, outbound and intrastate movements, combined.
This graphic also emphasizes the low percentage of intermodal movements on Indiana’s rails that is actually originating or terminating in the state.  A significant volume of the intermodal traffic is obviously going through neighboring Chicago.
�
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Indiana’s Trading Partners 
Inbound Rail Tonnage by Origin State (2005)
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This information, which shows inbound rail volumes to Indiana, is skewed by the fact that much of the tonnage was transferred from western rail carriers to other railways in the Chicago rail hub, thus the high “IL origin” tonnage. 
The heavy volumes from WV, PA, MT and WY are reflective of low-sulfur coal coming into Indiana.

---------------------------------------
Origin states whose freight shipments by rail to Indiana exceeded one million tons in 2005.
These 11 states accounted for 83% of inbound rail tonnage to Indiana.  Illinois ranked first, likely because much of the tonnage was transferred from western carriers to other railways’ trains in the Chicago rail hub.  (Waybill sample counts this as two separate movements, the first with a destination in Chicago and the second with an origin in Chicago.)
�
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Indiana’s Trading Partners 
Outbound Rail Tonnage by Destination State (2005)
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Outbound rail flows from Indiana are somewhat similar, as most volumes are transferred in Chicago.  Indiana ships heavy volumes of grain to the SE portion of the U.S. 

---------------------------------------------

Destination states for Indiana’s outbound rail traffic exceeding one million tons in 2005.
Illinois highest, due to transfer between carriers in Chicago rail hub, similar to inbound data.
Second highest was Georgia (farm and tobacco products), followed by Ohio (primary metal products, transportation equipment, and waste or scrap metals).
�
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Indiana Inbound & Outbound Rail Commodity 
Flows by County (2005)

Outbound Origins Inbound Destinations

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This is a snapshoot of the combined outbound & inbound Rail volumes.  
In both cases Lake & Gibson counties have the highest volumes.  
Lake County has major industries along the lakefront, including steel producers and power plants.  Gibson County attributes is volumes to Coal and the Toyota plant.

-------------------------------------------------------  

Outbound origins by County for commodities carried by rail:  Lake and Gibson Counties highest
Inbound destinations:  Lake and Gibson Counties also highest
Gibson County (major coal power plant, Toyota Plant)
Lake County (major industries along lakefront, including steel producers and power plants)
�
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Air Cargo in Indiana

Source: Bureau of  Transportation Statistics

Commercial and G.A. Airports with 
Freight Activity in 2005 or 2006
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Let’s shift gears and talk briefly about air freight.

The Indianapolis Airport moves over 1.2 million tons of air freight annually.  This ranks the airport #8 of U.S. Airports for moving air freight.  However, over 95% of this volume is domestic, so less than 5% is international.  
-------------------------------
In 2006, Indiana had 18 airports handling at least one ton of air cargo, five of these handling 100 tons or more (Indianapolis, Fort Wayne, South Bend, Evansville, and Gary)
Less than 0.1 percent of Indiana’s freight traffic moved by air in 1998, compared to 8 percent by value.
Air cargo tonnages spiked between 2002 and 2003, nearly tripling.  Blue line shows FAF projection from 2002, which was far exceeded by 2005 (as indicated by BTS line in orange).  �
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Marine Cargo in Indiana
Indiana’s Marine Port Facilities
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This maps shows All Indiana water port facilities, including public and private.  
The Ports of Indiana has 3 Ports and they are significant in the movement of bulk commodities.  
Burns Harbor, on Lake Michigan handles more ocean going cargo than any other Great Lake port and handles 15% of all steel trade with Europe.
The Jeffersonville Port on the Ohio River, near Louisville, is the fastest growing port on the Inland waterways.
The Port at Mount Vernon, near Evansville handles the 8th largest tonnage of all U.S. inland ports.

The significant factor about moving goods and commodities via the waterways is that it’s the cheapest, most environmentally friendly, and has the most capacity to expand.  

----------------------------------------------
Three public ports, operated by the Indiana Port Commission (Ports of Indiana) include:  Burns Harbor, Jeffersonville, and Mount Vernon.
At Jeffersonville, 25 on-site tenants, 300 acres of available, undeveloped land, on-site “steel campus” (value-added steel production activities); port primarily handles steel products, grain and fertilizers; served by CSX and the Louisville & Indiana RR, and an on-site switching railroad.
Figure on right shows waterborne freight flows (tonnages) have remained stable between 2001 and 2006.
Imports have outnumbered exports by nearly 4 to 1.
�
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Indiana Goods Movement Industry Gross 
Product and Employment Growth

Industry 

% of Indiana Goods 
Movement Related 

Industries (2005 
Gross Product)

Gross Product 
Growth (1997-2005)

Employment 
Growth (1997- 

2006)
Wholesale Trade 70.0% 37.2% 3.8%

Air Transportation 1.8% -5.1% -7.6%

Rail Transportation 4.4% 57.5% -11.3%

Water Transportation 1.2% 29.3% N/A

Truck Transportation 18.2% 39.8% 3.8%

Warehousing and 
Storage

4.4% 95.6% 61.8%

All Goods Movement- 
Related Industries

100% 39.0% 11.3%

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Goods movement industry has experienced healthy growth between 1997 and 2005 and even into 2007.  Gross product growth has outpaced employment growth, due to industries becoming less labor intensive.�
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Value of Indiana’s Exports
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The bar chart portion of this graph shows the Value of Indiana’s exports have surged.  This is boosted primarily by advanced manufactured products, pharmaceuticals, medical devices and other high-tech equipment. 
------------------------------------------------
However, our relative importance to the total U.S. export value fell off over the past 2 years, but seems to be regaining a portion of this factor back.  

Value of Indiana’s exports have surged, due to declines in the value of the dollar relative to foreign currencies and demand for the State’s advanced manufactured goods, including pharmaceuticals, medical devices and technologically sophisticated transportation equipment.
�
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Indiana’s Manufacturing Industry

Manufacturing industry represents:
• 18% of Indiana’s jobs, compared to 10% nationwide

• 28% of the Gross State Product, compared to 12% of U.S. Gross 
Domestic Product
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Indiana’s manufacturing industry is significantly stronger than the national average, in terms of both jobs and the Gross State Product attributable to manufacturing.  

The important issue here is that manufacturing and distribution are more dependent upon efficient and reliable transportation than other industries.  Hence the importance of transportation.

------------------------------------------------ 

An efficient transportation system is necessary to keep Indiana competitive. 
�
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Agriculture Industry
Indiana Ranks:
• 9th in value of crops sold
• 5th in corn production
• 14th in value of food products output

Value (In Billions of Dollars) Share of United States
California 23.7 20.1%

Illinois 7.2 6.1%
Iowa 6.9 5.9%

Florida 5.7 4.8%
Texas 5.2 4.4%

Minnesota 5.0 4.2%
Washington 4.5 3.8%

Nebraska 4.2 3.5%
INDIANA 3.9 3.3%

Ohio 3.5 3.0%
United States 118.0 100.0%

Market Value of Crops Sold, Top 10 States, 2006

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Indiana is at the heart of one of the most productive agricultural regions in the world, ranking it 9th in the nation based on the value of crops sold.  Notice that 6 of top 10 states are in the Midwest.

The agriculture business relies very heavily on all surface transportation modes: Roadway, Rail and Waterway.
�
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Indiana’s Energy Industry
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Top Coal Consuming States (2006)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Indiana is the 2nd highest coal-consuming state.  
Let me paint a picture on why this is important.  First, Indiana produces a lot of coal in Southwest Indiana.  There’s several power plants and other industries in Northwest Indiana that get Coal from WV/PA and WY/MY because 1. Direct rail access and 2. low-sulfur coal.  Once coal scrubbers are installed Indiana Coal can be considered for use in NW Indiana, except the fact that we lack an efficient North-South railway to move the coal. 
Bottom line: Coal will continue to be in high demand for our energy needs. One class III railroad is looking at a way to serve the NW market from SW Indiana.  But, other resources, beyond the railroads capability, may be to make this a reality.
--------------------------------------------------

Coal consumption driven by demand for energy.
Indiana is the second highest coal-consuming state in the Nation (driven by power plants and industrial demand).
Although a significant amount of coal is mined in Indiana, a large amount still needs to come to Indiana from other states in order to meet this demand. 
�



Freight Related Policy 

Existing Freight Planning Activities

Roles of the MPOs

Funding

Private Sector Involvement

Legislation

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Important to note that freight mobility is not just a matter of direct investment in freight supporting infrastructure, but it is also dependent on understanding and addressing freight related policy issues.
INDOT has already set the wheels in motion by setting a framework in place by establishing the Office of Freight Mobility, which is headed up by Keith, having already conducted a number of freight-related plans and studies, working with the MPOs, and supporting freight enhancing legislation.
The recently completed CFS for Indiana has been used in the development of the Freight Component of the ISTDM, which is being used as input into the current study.  The predecessor of this study, the Indiana Rail Plan was completed in 2002, as well as the INDOT Market Research project, and a number of other stand-alone studies and freight components of other studies and projects.
At the MPO level, as part of the Public Outreach phase of this project, 11 of Indiana’s MPOs were interviewed to gain an understanding of the range of efforts by the MPOs in the area of freight planning and outreach.
Majority – no designated freight planner
Majority – only two have FAC
Most realize the relationship between freight mobility and economic development
No direct freight component of the LRTPs / TIPs, but freight related projects are included
Interest in establishing a Freight Committee of the MPO Council
Funding – looked at traditional and non-traditional sources; funding sources that are used by other states, as well as private funding
Traditional
Federal Formula Grant Programs
Special Funding Programs
Discretionary (earmarks)
Innovative Financing (loans, special financing)
Non-DOT funds (Ec. Dev., EPA, ACOE)
Private Sector Involvement – P3, etc.
Legislative Mandates�



Public / Private Partnerships

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
I’d like to now focus on a few of the legislative mandates impacting freight mobility in Indiana:
Indiana is at the cutting edge for Public-Private Partnerships, having leased the Toll Road to a private concessionaire in 2006.  
Also established a process for developing I-69 as a toll facility, but privatization of any other facility would require further legislative approval.
As shown in the slide, Indiana is one of 23 states and 1 U.S. territory that have statutes enabling P3s.  While not the answer to all of our funding shortfalls, this is definitely a way of the future. �



Illiana Expressway

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The Illiana Expressway Feasibility Study that is currently underway was born out of legislation in 2007.  
25-mile corridor linking I-57 in Illinois with I-65 in Indiana
Study area shown in the slide
Potential P3
T & R Analysis
Study to be completed by mid-2009�



Corridors of the Future

Source: U.S. DOT

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
At the Federal Level, there is the Corridors of the Future Program which was initiated several years ago to identify multi-state mobility corridors, with a focus on freight movement.
Indiana had 3 projects shortlisted, two of which were selected to receive funding for the next phase of the program
I-69 being led by Arkansas
I-70 Dedicated Truck Lanes Study led by INDOT�



I-70 Dedicated Truck Lanes

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The I-70 Dedicated Truck lanes project, led by Indiana, is an innovative and bold initiative to develop the “next generation multimodal commerce corridor”.  This 800-mile, 4-state project is nearing the initiation of the feasibility study. 

Primary Objectives:
     Reduce congestion
     Enhance mobility & reliability
     Improve safety
Secondary Objectives:
     Facilitate economic development
     Reduce impacts to the environment
     Improve security
     Facilitate multimodal integration �



Additional Legislative Issues

Corridor Protection

Truck Size & Weight

Truck Routes

Hazardous Material Restrictions

Truck Parking

Delivery Time Restrictions

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
There are also a number of other legislative issues impacting freight mobility in Indiana:
Corridor protection legislation (highways) was passed by the Indiana Legislature in 2008, enabling preservation of ROW for the State Highway System
Rail Corridor Preservation legislation enables examination of abandoned rail corridors for
Future freight rail
Future passenger rail
Trails
Underground utilities
Truck size and weight
80,000# weight limit; 90,000# on the toll road; 134,000# by permit on Heavy Duty Highways in northern portion of state
Truck Routes
No designated truck route system;  trucks allowed on interstate, U.S., State and principal arterial routes
Allows more flexibility, but makes planning difficult
Hazardous Material Restrictions
Designated hazardous material routes by FMCSA
Truck Parking
Truck parking shortage statewide
Truck parking at several locations along Indiana Toll Road
Delivery Time Restrictions
Some local jurisdictions have restrictions
Would help even out truck flows throughout the day �



Gaps & Needs Matrix (under development)
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Prioritization Methodology
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Initial Findings
Indiana’s Freight dependent industries are healthy and growing (representing a 
larger % of GSP than the national average)

Due to its strategic location, proximity to large consumer markets, and excellent 
transportation  network, Indiana is well poised for economic growth

Indiana’s air and marine freight industries are vibrant with capacity to expand 

– Indiana lacks efficient rail service to/from the West, as well as north-south linkages 
for bulk commodities

– Indiana’s distribution potential is limited due to rail service limitations

– Indiana’s lack of intermodal facilities limits its ability to benefit from commodities 
moving “through” the state

– Lack of east-west roadways in the northern portion of the state results in delays in 
the movement of freight around the Chicago metropolitan area 

– Indiana’s urban areas are beginning to experience congestion, which can be 
expected to worsen in the future without infrastructure improvements

– Lack of Ohio River crossings limits access to Southern Indiana, hindering 
industry/port development

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Initial findings:
Freight industries healthy and growing
Strategic Location
Air & marine have capacity to expand
Rail service to the west
Rail service limitations limit distribution potential
Lack of intermodal facilities
Lack of east-west roadways in northern portion of state
Urban area congestion
            Lack of Ohio River Crossings �



What This Means for Indiana
Trucks are competing with passenger vehicles for capacity on 
Indiana’s major highways, particularly in urban areas.

Future congestion on Interstate routes could lead to increased truck 
volumes on arterials.

Railroads are operating near capacity, with significant investment 
needed to maintain market share in the future.

The result will be increased congestion and delay which affect both 
passenger transportation and regional commerce.

Due to limited rail service between IN and the western US, a 
significant portion of both inbound and outbound rail commodity 
tonnages are transferred between carriers and modes in Chicago.

Indiana is well positioned for growth in the sectors that are 
dependent on freight goods movement.  In order for this growth to 
occur, Indiana’s infrastructure must be able to keep pace. 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Trucks competing with passenger vehicles
Congestion on interstates will lead to congestion on arterials
RailRoads near capacity
Roadways cannot handle overflow from RailRoads
Commodity transfers in Chicago
Indiana well positioned for growth in sectors that are dependent on freight mobility�



Freight Movement is the Economy in Motion

FREIGHT

MOBILITY

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Moving Goods, Services and Commodities to the right place at the right time for the right price adds value and enhances the economy.
Indiana plays in the local, regional, national and global markets.  Our freight transportation network provides the platform and sets the conditions for our industries to remain competitive in all markets.     �



For More Information, Contact…………

Keith Bucklew
Director – Freight Mobility
Indiana Department of Transportation

Email: kbucklew@indot.in.gov
Phone: 317-233-2376
Web page: http://freightmobility.in.gov

Barb Sloan, P.E.
Senior Associate
Cambridge Systematics

Email: bsloan@camsys.com
Phone: 312-665-0201
Web page: www.camsys.com

INDIANA – We get the GIST in LOGISTICS

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Here’s our contact information.�

mailto:kbucklew@indot.in.gov
http://freightmobility.in.gov/
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